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Abstract: Server Room is the main part when it comes to any 
organization since any malicious activity in the server room may 
bring down the whole server room bringing the work of 
organization to halt. Hence, we need a server room monitoring 
system which works on real time images and monitors using 
compressed circuit television (CCTV). The framework used for 
server room monitoring is YOLO (You Only look Once). YOLO 
employs Convolutional neural networks (CNN) for image 
processing. In CNN image must pass through different layers like 
Convolutional layer, pooling layer, ReLu layer and fully connected 
layer. 
Keywords: CCTV, YOLO, CNN, ReLu 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s fast moving world internet is one very 
important thing which the world relies upon.   For proper 
working of internet, server should be up and running and for 
this server room should be always functioning properly. We 
implement a monitoring system which not only notifies the 
administrator whenever a person is entering the server room 
but also prevents any malicious activity happening in server 
room by recording the session whenever the system is 
switched on with the help of node MCU. Another advantage 
of this system is it maintains the log activity which can be 
used to check when a person entered and when exited. In 
this system the status of the room will be occupied when any 
person enters and will be empty only when there is no 
person present in the room. Along with maintaining the logs 
the system also keeps count of number of people entering 
the room On Global level server room monitoring can be 
used for storage systems which store huge data for large 
companies. The companies only use temperature monitoring 
for storage systems; Hence CCTV monitoring can prove to 
be and add on to these systems and be helpful  to monitor 
the storage room for any fire accidents or anybody causing 
any damage to the systems. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In [1] the main aim is reducing the huge bill that is generated 
due to cooling of datacenters. This paper proposes a Fiber 
Bragg grating systems as an alternative for sensors. The 
focus is to show thermal measurement at critical non 
monitored regions called blind spots.  
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The advantage of this system is temperature at different 
regions can be sensed with high sensitivity. The proposed 
thermal monitoring method can be further extended to 
monitor larger areas of data center. In [2] a novel lightweight 
approach with short training time for multiface recognition 
algorithm is proposed which mainly uses ABASNet for 
neural networks. The main advantage of this paper is that it 
not only has high accuracy but also strong robustness. This 
multiface re4cognition method combines traditional image 
processing methods with strong, practical  significance with 
high applied value In [3] a hybrid method for feature 
extraction is introduced which uses CNN-PCA 
(Convolutional neural network-Principal component 
analysis). The face recognition-based attendance system has 
accurate data processing and high accuracy which results in 
system that is reliable and recognizes human faces in real 
time. The tests show that the accuracy of the system can be 
upto 98%. In [4] face recognition method using 3WPCA 
(Wavelet decomposition Principal component analysis) is 
proposed. This method uses dual vision face recognition 
which makes use of two sides of face to avoid any 
falsification of facial data. The features are extracted using 
3WPCA and later combined to form a full-face using half 
join method. These methods take short time and have high 
accuracy. The main advantage of method proposed in this 
paper is that it can be used to reduce forgery of facial data.  
In [5] a face detection system on surveillance camera is 
proposed namely Viola-Jones method. In this method the 
camera turns on automatically and moves in the direction of 
moving object. The output of this method is it can find an 
ideal face position based on images detected In [6] the paper 
mainly focuses on factor of illumination change challenge 
which is hard to achieve with real time data and hence 
proposes a deep network model which takes both visible 
light image and near infrared image into account for image 
processing and face recognition. In this methodology nearest 
neighbor algorithm is used for final classification. The 
experimental results show that the proposed model achieves 
better results than the traditional deep learning model. In [7] 
the paper focuses on developing and alert mechanism which 
warns the administrator when server rooms temperature 
value goes beyond certain critical value. It does this using 
ZigBee based monitoring system which uses thermal 
monitoring of server rooms. One of the affecting factors is 
distance of device with area being scanned determines the 
accuracy of the data. Another major advantage of ZigBee 
based monitoring systems is that the device used for 
monitoring is of low cost compared to other thermal imaging 
devices.  In [8] main aim is to develop a system for complex 
environment such as college exams which has higher system 
requirements. This paper proposes a c# based control system 
which focuses on monitoring student behavior during online 
exams, greatly reducing the work on computer room 
personnel.  
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In [9] the aim of paper is web-based video transmission of 
images from CT and MRI consoles to intranet environment. 
Images captured from consoles are compressed to video 
resolution and then broadcasted. This improves the patient 
care by reducing the time spent for radiologists to study the 
report y removing it from scanner. In [10] a microcontroller-
based room monitoring system is presented which integrates 
the computer and microcontroller with assembly language 
used to program the micro controller. Two programs are 
developed one is client side and other is server side. Server 
side is used for monitoring the room and alert user if 
anybody is trying to break through and client side for the 
client to know whether door is free to enter or not.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

This section shows the methodology used for building the 
proposed server room monitoring system. Figure below shows 
the complete system wherein monitoring system is the main 
part and to the left are components that are connected to the 
system. It may be CCTV which is wireless connection or Node 
MCU which is connected to the system with help of USB data 
cable. To access the CCTV, the system and CCTV both are 
connected to the same network. Node MCU on other hand is 
useful for sending SMS alerts. 

 

Fig 1 Methodology 
The right side of system shown in Fig 1 is output that is 
obtained from the system after execution.  Log entry is made 
from   CCTV detects a person, and can be considered as output 
from CCTV. The SMS alert is sent which is combined effect 
of both of connected devices [CCTV and Node MCU]. Email 
notification is sent when person presses the switch connected 
to the board on which Node MCU is  placed. This can be 
considered as output obtained from Node MCU. The people 
entering exiting and activities can be monitored and all this 
happens because of CCTV. The console shows the operations 
happening in background like SMS Email and even the 
recording of video which is also one of Outputs that can be 
considered from Node MCU. The console ouput is shown in 
Fig 2  below and ouput from CCTV capture can be seen in Fig 
6 

 
Fig 2. Console Output 

Done Logging message is shown when logs have been 
recorded and SMS sent successfully is also shown in console 
itself. The main thing to be noted in case of Node MCU is that 
in the script the port to which the board is connected should be 
mentioned correctly else it may lead to connection to any open 
port in the system and this in turn may lead to wrong and 
unexpected output 

IV. REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

The software requirements for the proposed system includes 
Windows 10 Operating system, IDLE for python development 
The hardware requirements include, CCTV, Jumper wires, 
Node MCU, switch, USB Data cable. Some of the other 
requirements that are involved in the proposed system to 
properly monitor the server room CCTV must be in good 
condition, code must be proper so that the camera starts 
capturing video when anybody enters the room. The libraries 
needed are OpenCV, Imutils, Pillow, NumPy, random, pandas. 
Along with that some pre-trained model like coco model and 
framework like YOLO is used in this Project. 

V. DESIGN 

The Flow-chart for the server room monitoring system is 
shown in below fig. 

 

  Fig. 3: Flowchart for Server Room Monitoring System 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION 

The flowchart explains the overall mechanism done by the 
proposed system.  The CCTV will be capturing video as usual. 
When a person is detected in the region being captured by 
camera it alerts the system admin by sending an SMS, 
increases the count of people in the room and changes the 
status of the room from empty to occupied. Different things 
that can been seen on the screen are number of persons, 
Frames (FPS) , room status. The number of people in room is 
dyanamic value and is kept count of using bounding box for 
all persons in CCTV. FPS value is static which we provide 
during coding and Room status is also dyanamic which is 
either occupied when atleast one person is present in the room 
else empty. 
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Fig.4 Node MCU with jumper wires 

 
Fig.5 Switch connected to NodeMCU 

 
The Fig 4 shows node MCU with jumper wires connected and 
Fig 3 shows switch connected to node MCU. This switch 
when pressed acts as start button for video recording and as 
mentioned starts recording the session until the room becomes 
empty. In our project to understand when any person switches 
on any system in the server room we are connecting the 
combination of NodeMCU and switch to our system using 
USB data cable.  The USB data cable acts as signal carrier for 
CCTV to start recording. The connection is as shown in Fig 5.  
Along with recording the session and storing it, a notification 
in the form of mail is sent to the administrator that someone is 
accessing the system in server room. A notification in form of 
SMS is sent when a person tries to enter server room and is 
captured in the CCTV. Another important thing to note is that 
as soon as person enters an entry is made into the log file and 
as soon any person exits again an entry is made into the log. In 
this way we can check if server goes down, around same time 
who exited or who all entered the room. 

 
Fig.5 Switch connected using USB Cable 

With mail the first frame picture taken by the camera is also 
sent for admin to know who the person in the server room is. 
Below sheet shows the log file which consists of entry time 
and exit time of a person. With this sheet we can see that an 
entry is present on 22/5/2022 At 15:29:33 which means a 
person had entered on this date and on this time into the server 
room. The exit log pattern is also same and from sheet it can 
be seen that a person had exited on 22/5/2022 at 15:34:24.  
The date format is yyyy-mm-dd and the time format for excel 
sheet is hh:mm:ss 

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:29:33.643376 1

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:33:31.349024 2

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:33:52.814670 3

EXIT 2022-05-22 15:34:24.917045 4

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:34:30.331269 5

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:37:48.500304 6

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:39:21.687174 7

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:39:48.397797 8

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:52:34.430915 9

ENTRY 2022-05-22 15:53:31.759807 10

ENTRY 2022-05-23 09:08:27.666797 11

ENTRY 2022-05-23 09:09:26.206750 12

ENTRY 2022-05-23 09:10:42.014380 13  

Excel sheet for entry and exit 

VII. RESULTS 

Once the hardware setup is done and the system is set, testing 
was done for different scenarios like room empty, room with 
persons and checked whether administrator receives SMS or 
not. Initially, Room was empty, and the status was seen to be 
empty, when any person came into range of CCTV, the status 
of room was changed to occupied and person count was also 
increased. These test scenarios can been seen in Fig.6 and Fig. 
7 respectively. 

 

Fig 6 Empty Room 
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Fig 7. Room Occupied 

 
It can been seen that in Fig.5 The room status is Empty, FPS is 
shown and Person count is 0. Likewise in Fig.6 the room 
status is changed to occupied and person count has also 
increased to 1. As soon as room status changes an SMS is sent 
which is shown in Fig.8 

 

Fig.8 SMS received at persons Entry 
The figure 8 shows the mail notification which is sent to   
administrator when the person inside server room presses the 
button. Along with mail photo frame is sent of person who 
switched on the system. 

 

Fig 9 Email to alert with photo frame 
The video recorded is stored at one place so that it can be later 
viewed as and when required. The videos captured are many 
but frame captured is overwritten and hence consists of person 
who had entered the server room last. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The Server room monitoring system provides the user with a 
product wherein the user is not only be updated about the 
server room but also monitor the server room for any 

malicious activity taking place and control it if acted in timely 
manner. As we have logs present, we can reduce the work of 
checking all the recorded videos when anything happens to 
server. The main advantage of server room monitoring is 
administrator can be updated about the things happening in 
server room also can avoid malicious activity taking place in 
server room which could lead to lot of damage to 
organizations. This server room monitoring can further be 
extended to detect fire in the server room or storage area’s 

which could cause potential harm to the server /storage rooms. 
There are many advantages apart from those mentioned but 
there are also some limitations like the CCTV and the systems 
being monitored should be under same network for 
administrator to monitor, administrator should be reachable for 
SMS notification and should be having internet connection to 
receive mail notification. 
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